Hi All,
Well what can I say? Have you all left the country? If this is the case you all have some
amazing dopple gangers floating about that goes for your ponies too!
Please please send me some news. You must all get really bored of reading about Oliver.
Oliver and Wayland Sandlewood (Basil) have been out and about contesting the nursery
stakes classes. At area 5 they jumped a clear round but weren’t placed. Oliver however was
not at all well that day the result of allowing him to do the class was 2 days off school. Maybe
I should have insisted he didn’t do it! They then went to Newark and Notts county show and
were 3rd in the Nursery Stakes. Harry took Joey to Silver Horse Shoe where they were 2nd in
the first ridden. We have also enjoyed a wonderful ride in aid of breast cancer research
round Catton Park, it is only a couple of miles from where we live, and were able to use the
cross country jumps into the bargain. It took us about 3 hours to get round this included
about ½ hr playing in the water jump.
I must say a massive congratulations to Phoebe Rocks who has qualified her wonderful new
pony Cosford Melitza for the RIHS in both the Pretty Polly FR and the open FR. One class I
believe was won just a few days after having her foot out of plaster. Well done to the whole
family for a wonderful result.
Congratulations are also due to Laura Watson on qualifying Barry H for the 15h WHP class at
the RIHS. They jumped a wonderful round at Area 5 to achieve this. Barry H is actually big
sister’s pony but I am sure she is really pleased for you Laura.
Sue Williams has let me have the following news from members. How can you not want to
share such brilliant results?
Lucy Glover qualified R.I. at Newark on Kazzbrook Claudius in the 143cms S.H.P.

The Great Ponton show was another successful day and thank you to everyone for their kind
comments. Supreme of Show was Phoebe Rocks on Cosford Mellitza,with Melissa Murray in
Reserve on Ffoslas the Fox a lovely Section D.
Emma Higgs riding Dun for Fun 3rd N.W.H.P. at Area 5 and 1st and Champion 153cms W.H.P.
at Newark & Notts.
Lucinda Parkes on Gryngallt Pageant - qualified R.I. in133cms WHP

Oliver also wants me to say well done to Katie Prince for qualifying Joe (Kyregate Peter Pan)
for the M&MFR at the RIHS. So well done Katie.
Sue has asked me to mention that we are now accepting sponsorship for the Junior show on
29th July!
Well as I say I have had nothing from anyone this month so that’s it for now. Take care
Julia X

